Here, a ρ' value 1.2-1.3 results in equivalent merging of clusters. The gene expression of markers for the original clusters are shown (right), with clusters re-labelled from x1-x11 (11 clusters). C) Visualization of the final predicted doublets (following "Rescue"), in a UMAP plot without (left) or with (right) indicated ICGS clusters. Predicted doublets typically will exist at the boundaries between clusters or at the cluster peripheries. D) Stacked bar charts of the number (left) and percentage (right) of cells in each cell cluster predicted to be doublets at the end of the end of the program, those that were initially predicted to be doublets but then rescued and singlets. E) Displayed interactive heatmap for the input scRNA-Seq cluster results prior to doublet removal (left) and after doublet removal for predicted singlets (middle) and predicted doublets (right). Figure S2 . Detection of synthetic heterotypic doublets in human melanoma scRNA-Seq, Related to the STAR Methods. The analysis schema is shown for the evaluation of DoubletDecon on synthetic (A) heterotypic or (B) homotypic doublets of varying complexity (created with a 50/50 mix only). The same workflow used in DoubletDecon to produce synthetic doublets for doublet determination was applied in the creation of doublets for testing. Ten separately generated sets of synthetic doublets resulted in a sensitivity and specificity estimates (representative example shown in the displayed confusion matrix). UMAP plots derived from the ICGS clustering results shown for all annotated cell clusters (left), in silico derived synthetic doublets (middle) and DoubletDecon predicted doublets via deconvolution analysis (right). Labels for each cell population were independently derived through ICGS using its default cellular biomarker gene database via GO-Elite gene-set enrichment analysis. (Bottom) Labels for each cell population were independently derived through ICGS using its built-in cellular biomarker database gene-set enrichment analysis (GO-Elite function). Projected predicted doublets are shown for the three evaluated algorithms on projected into the t-SNE plot. B) Overlaps in doublet predictions for the three methods, indicating distinct overlapping subsets by all three algorithms. The parameters for Scrublet and DoubletDecon were according to the authors' recommendations or optimized for stability across runs.
